SAM 8/10 PARTS
(US Model post-2007)

- Wheel for Portable (gray)
- Main Spring for SAM
- Locator Pin (#BBLP)
- Hitch Pin (#XBPC181)
- Telescopic Rod - SAM
- Black Pull Pin (#BBPP)
- Clip Pin (#XBPC199)
- SAM Deadlock
- Backboard Padding (#BA68U-XX)
- Backboard (#BA42XLP)
- 180° Breakaway Rim (#SNABB3180S)
- V-Arms (SAM/CM)
- Net Cord PAIR (#BA35ARC)
- Anti-Whip BB Net (#SNABB51)
- Hitch Pin (#XBPC181)
- Rear Hold-Down Pin Assembly
- SAM Deadlock
- Main Spring for SAM
- Locator Pin (#BBLP)